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Listen: Discarding uncommit-
ted changes can't be undone. 
Do you have a backup and/or 

know what you're doing?

Use the --amend flag 
to change the last com-
mit's message or add a 

forgotten change.

Is it the very last 
commit we're 
talking about?

Do you want to get rid 
of the last few commits 
and return to a previous 

state of your project?

Just to be sure: so you have a 
bunch of local, uncommitted 

changes in your Working Copy?

So you want to discard some 
of your local changes. Hit a 
dead end? Started out com-
pletely wrong? Not at your 

best at the moment?

Oh boy. I'm sorry: uncommitted 
changes have never been saved 
to the repository. Therefore, you 
can't ask Git to get them back. 
Your best chance is your IDE's 

"undo" function or your backup.

Use git reset to roll 
back your project to a 

previous version!

Use git revert to 
create a new commit 
that contains "rever-

ting" e�ects.

Use git checkout to undo 
local changes just in a certain 

file. You can't undo this!
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Have you already 
committed the 

changes?

ABSOLUTELY!

JUST A BUNCH

ALL OF THEM

KIND OF.
Are you sure we're 
talking about the 
same things?!?!?

YES

Do you want to "undo" a 
single commit somewhere in 

the middle and leave later 
commits untouched?

Umhmm. Honey, you 
need to be honest 

with me if you want 
me to help...

How bad is it? Do you 
need to discard just a 

bunch or all of your local 
changes and start fresh?

Use git reset to erase all 
of your current local chan-
ges. You can't undo this!!

Have you already discarded 
some of these changes and 

now want them back?!!??

Go make a backup.
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Undoing Things with Git
presented by Tower - The best Git client for Mac and Windows

You cannot avoid mistakes - but you can learn to undo them! This decision tree 
helps you find the right Git command to undo your specific disaster.

Try it free for 30 days!

Tower is the best Git client 
for Mac and Windows.

Download and try Tower for free at www.git-tower.com

It helps over 100,000 users in companies
like Apple, Google, Amazon, Twitter, 
and Ebay get the most out of Git.

Want to become a 
more productive 

developer or designer?

Don't tell your boss...
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